THROUGH GERMAN SPECTACLES
reaches the ears of the ordinary German, Then there
is the further complication that if either the soldier
(or sailor or airman) or the civilian does really know
the truth he has usually to be particularly careful in
Germany not to blurt it out. It is bad policy to be
too truthful in a totalitarian State. Finally, over
everything there hangs the fog of war, obscuring
the outlook and making all observation difficult.
Something of the same kind of obstacle or impedi-
ment in the path of the seeker after truth is to be
found in any belligerent country, but at least here in
Britain our rulers trust the people more fully and the
population is not kept so rigorously in blinkers.
War is a matter of feeling as well as of fighting to-
day. What people think in belligerent countries is a
factor in the issue of the struggle. The reaction of the
inhabitants to the experiences which war brings to
them is a contribution to victory or defeat. In con-
sidering the Battle of Britain in all its aspects one has
to take account of what has been happening not only
as it appears to us in this country, but also as it ap-
pears to the Germans. To arrive at any kind of single
focus of some sort of common denominator of a
view (if one may use such a phrase), is not easy, but
it is worthwhile, nevertheless, to try to do so, because
our own view can occasionally be corrected by being
brought into relation with that of the enemy, official
or unofficial. It is not unprofitable to learn in what a
different light events may present themselves to an
enemy and how great the effect of a change of
view-point from one side to the other of a frontier
may be.

